
Putting Magically (2 Days)
(Available in the UK and Spain)

Why should I attend putting magically

Putting is singularly the most repeated shot in a round of golf. It is the easiest to practice 
i.e. at the golf course, home or work. It requires no exceptional strength, suppleness or 
balance so why donʼt we perform like the professionals. Have you noticed how frustrating it 
is when playing an opponnent who continually drains putts after you have out played them 
tee to green. Have you stood over a 2 foot put giving it everything as you tremble, missed 
it, then hit the 4 footer back one handed in the middle of the hole without any fear or doubt 
why does that happen. Do you consistently miss those short putts or consistently three-
putt from distance. Do you wait for the echoing sound of the ball dropping in the hole but 
not hear it. Have you got more than 2 putters, which are constantly in and out of use? Do 
you hole ten footers to save par but miss 8 footers for birdies. If you want all this to change 
now and forever, this will be the most important two-days of your golfing life.

What will I learn when I attend putting magically?

● The many ways to cure the yips
● Discover how changing your putter could improve your statistics
● How to hole more putts without changing anything
● Perfect posture for your putting stroke
● The importance of a square face for certain actions 
● Why ball position is so important 
● How to choose the right putter
● How to read greens
● How to become an expert at distance putting
● How to maximise your touch and feel
● The importance of keeping your centre of gravity stationary
● How to hit on the up stroke
● How to get the ball to roll as soon as possible
● Get into the correct state of mind to hole puts.
● And much much more
● How self-hypnosis will help with all your challenges

How is Putting Magically structured?

A number of exercises involving the measurement of your current performance will be 
carried out, so the improvements you make over the weekend can be calculated 
accurately. Some of these will be statistical, and others by using video recordings and 



measurements of the centre of gravity movements. Apart from the substantial practical 
work you will also touch base with what constitutes a solid putting action and discover 
what personal action you should take long term. You will be shown footage of Europeʼs 
finest, and play two rounds of golf confirming your improvement.

What will happen after I attend Putting Magically?

Only a change of grip or stance may not feel as comfortable as it should straight away, 
everything else you learn may be applied, with immediate effectiveness. Single putts and 
solid 2 putting from distance will become regular features in your rounds of golf. When 
setting up over a putt you will discover a sense of expectation and excitement that will be 
rewarded time and time again by a successful outcome. You will know putt after putt that 
you gave the ball an opportunity of going in the hole. 


